
AFU meeting 4 October 2022
Present: Edvarda Harnes, Oskar Hafstad, Thorstein Skaug, Jonas Ringdalen Thrane, Camille
Nyhagen, Eloi Richard, Jørgen Glenndal, Ola Mårem, Aline Brunvoll, Semya Tønnessen, Nanna
Bryne

1) Before the regular meeting there was an allmøte when we approved changes to the AFU
regulations.

2) Approval of agenda
3) Something new from MNSU/LAMU/program board/institute board?

a) MNSU: Årets foreleser: Øystein, Claudia, Morten
b) Programråd: All institutes will share a common template for master admissions,

new web page about rules/regulations pertaining to obligatory assignments, how
to get more positions for master’s students (re: do we have enough places in
stjernekjelleren, can we guarantee spots for all the students to sit, how to account
for dropout rate in MA students, how to deal with having more students than
places to sit). Add one new place per year?

i) Let first-year students rotate out?
ii) Let second-year students sit with their research groups?

4) Morsal asks for approximate statistics on how much the reading hall is used by 1st year
students. Make a form at the end of the semester that people can fill in anonymously?

5) Organize something to help people find groups for the courses? Is anyone looking for
more members of a group? Is anyone looking for a group to join? If not now, maybe think
of something for next year? At least one group is looking for another person

6) Books in the basement. What to do with them?
a) Science library donation? Let students take home books? Keep them?
b) Thorstein will contact the science library
c) Whatever the science library doesn’t want, we can give people a few weeks to

claim anything they want and then figure out what to do with the rest
7) Another update on money!

a) Thorstein emailed the head of ITA economy; there is about 40600-ish that will be
used for “improving the institute environment”. This is gonna buy the new
fridge/freezer and the screen for the kitchen, but probably there will be some left.
We need to use it this semester. Ideas?

i) Toaster iron
ii) Microwave with grill
iii) Upgrade coffee maker
iv) Cheese night like they do in computational science
v) Social breakfasts
vi) Julebord
vii) Waffle mix
viii) Ping-pong table
ix) Cabin trip
x) Dart board
xi) Bowls



b) Note: not all of this can come out of the 40 thousand; anything you buy with your
own money cannot be reimbursed. Ask Ida about: screen, toaster iron,
microwave, ping-pong. Then see what we have left for social events and stuff.

c) Edvarda has contacted the guy with the forgotten 6000
8) Updates on upgrades to the basement?

a) Bowls were bought. A toaster appeared. Chairs are on the way. A fridge is on the
way. Huzzah.

9) Social events. Game night next week, 12 October! (Pizza?)
a) Eloi will send an email asking how many people are coming and talk to Ida about

pizza by Friday
10) Other

a) PhD students are open to having some sort of coffee with us, according to
Morsal. We can talk about this at the next meeting.

b) Kjell is willing to hold a Unix course if we tell him what we would like to learn -
Thorstein will send out a poll to see who’s interested

End meeting


